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Chapter XIV

Methods for Developing
Flexible Strategic

Information Systems: Is the
Answer Already Out There?

Alan Eardley, Hanifa Shah, and June Lazander-Reed
Staffordshire University, UK

This chapter begins by looking at the changing nature of business strategy as
flexible strategies become more important in a changing business environment.
It then reviews the phenomenon of strategic information systems that support
such flexible strategies, and discusses the problems of developing such
systems using existing systems development techniques. Some methods and
techniques are described that have recently been put forward as possible
solutions to these problems, but the main contention of the chapter is that
long-standing frameworks, methods and techniques may offer a solution
when used in combination. A range of candidate techniques from the business
and IT domains is evaluated using a panel of domain experts, and a three-
stage method is suggested that uses the chosen techniques in combination.
These techniques are well established and in most cases have been used and
proven in other contexts for more than a decade, but their application to the
development of flexible strategic information systems is new.

INTRODUCTION
Information systems (IS) that support a flexible strategy are looked upon as

a relatively new phenomenon and a key performance factor in modern business.
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However, the IS development methods that are currently used are intended to
support more �traditional� strategic IS and may not enable the support and the
development of flexible systems.  This chapter looks at the changing nature of
business strategy and examines a framework and some techniques that may help in
defining the role of information systems in supporting strategic flexibility.  These
techniques are well established in some business and information technology
domains, but the suggestion for their use in this application is innovative.  It is argued
that it is worth revisiting them to examine their potential.  The aim of the research
on which the chapter is based is to suggest a method for developing flexible strategic
IS applications that comprises a basic descriptive framework supported by
practical techniques.

This is important if IS applications and IT infrastructures are to be sufficiently
adaptable and flexible in supporting business strategies that are becoming more
changeable (Avison et al., 1997).  In the past two decades there have been a
number of �classic� case studies describing strategic IS that were cited as being
crucial to the strategic success of the companies that developed them (e.g., Hopper,
1990; Clemons and Row, 1988; Boon, 1988).  With the value of hindsight, the
strategic benefits conferred by many of these systems seem to have been tempo-
rary.  In some cases the competitive advantage was not sustained because the
systems were not sufficiently flexible to cope with subsequent changes in the
business requirements (Avison et al., 1996).  It is reasonable to suggest that the
escalating rate of change in the business and technology environments creates a
requirement for more responsive business strategies and consequently a need for
IS development methods that will produce more flexible strategic IS.  The main
ways of ensuring flexibility in an IS are reviewed, and a number of techniques for
developing IS flexibility are analysed to assess their suitability for fitting in with the
suggested flexibility framework in a strategic IS development method.

BACKGROUND
It is contended that there is a case for reexamining the nature of strategy and

the use of IT to support strategic activities.  There is no doubt that the technology
available to implement strategic IS/IT applications has changed radically since the
1980s (i.e., the era of the �classic� strategic IS).  The business world has also
changed and new, more flexible approaches to strategic management are in vogue.
In addition, many more organisations are now able to exploit IT in support of their
strategic goals.  These factors combine to imply that greater flexibility is needed in
the strategic process in the early 21st century.  An examination of some of the most
successful strategic IS applications from the late 20th century shows that they were
rooted in the relatively inflexible approaches to business strategies that prevailed at
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